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Goldberg Breaks Canada
Thunder
Date:  September 6, 2000
Location: Reed Arena, College Station, Texas
Commentators: Mike Tenay, Tony Schiavone, Stevie Ray

We’re getting closer to Fall Brawl and we’re now past the big waste of
time known as WarGames 2000. In theory that means it’s time to crank up
the storylines but who knows what that could mean around here. To be fair
though Thunder was actually a really good show last week so maybe I have
some hope here. Let’s get to it.

Opening sequence.

MI Smooth takes the Natural Born Thrillers to the Power Plant.

Kwee Wee vs. Lieutenant Loco

This has potential and is a #1 contenders match. Before they can get
anything going, here are Elix Skipper and Major Gunns for commentary.
Kwee Wee grabs a slam to start and stomps Chavo in the corner before
throwing him down with a quick suplex. That’s fine with Chavo as he comes
back with a quick brainbuster but can’t get the tornado DDT. They’re
flying through this. Instead he shoves Kwee Wee away, only to get
crotched by Paisley, allowing Kwee Wee to drop him with a hanging DDT for
the pin and the title shot.

Rating: C. As usual, letting the wrestlers wrestle is the best idea they
can have around here. Kwee Wee is still working hard in the ring but
there’s no way around this stupid gimmick. I mean, what is he supposed to
do with a gimmick that is destined to stay a goofy comedy guy instead of
anything serious?

Post match the three women (Tygress as the third) get in a fight, only to
have Skipper pull Gunns away before the MIA can save her.
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The announcers talk about the history between Goldberg and Bret Hart. I
don’t know if WCW knew that Hart wasn’t going to be able to get in the
ring again but this is pretty close to false advertising by implying that
this was leading to a match.

The sitdown interview is with David Flair and Miss Hancock before their
wedding on Monday. It’s about time they built that thing up.

We go back to the Power Plant with the Thrillers returning to their old
stomping grounds. They offer to give the guys in the ring some training
but Mike Graham actually gets Sanders in a Figure Four. The beatdown is
on and the Thrillers leave them laying. A guy cleaning the floor gets
beaten up too and it’s time for the big showdown with Paul Orndorff. They
let themselves into his office and Paul tries to throw them out to no
avail. Orndorff asks what happened to them but the Thrillers beat him
down as well. Security finally breaks it up but this did its job.

It’s time for the sitdown interview with David Flair and Miss Hancock.
Tenay gets right to the point by asking if Ric will be there. Didn’t we
cover that on Monday with Arn? David hasn’t talked to his family but
they’re welcome to come if they like. Mike calls Hancock a gold digger
(she was reaching into David’s pockets for something) before asking if
David will be a better father than Ric. They argue over whether that’s
personal or not (it kind of is Mike) and that’s it. Mike gives them six
months at most. So Gene’s gimmick is that he’s a dirty old man and
Tenay’s is that he’s just a jerk while doing interviews? How does this
help anything?

Goldberg is looking for Hart.

Clip from before Nitro of the Harris Twins beating Kronik down in a bar.

Kronik vs. 3 Count

Well last week the Dragons were beaten down so I guess it’s 3 Count’s
turn. The band calls out the big guys and the beating is quickly on.
Helms gets in a quick superkick on Clark but Karagias eats the full
nelson slam. Not that it matters as the Harris Twins appear, drawing
Kronik up the ramp for a countout. After destroying 3 Count of course.



Post match Tank Abbott comes out and pummels 3 Count to make sure they
get nothing out of this show.

Bret is here and has security guarding his locker room. Smart.

Crowbar says he’s ready for Troy Martin (Shane Douglas). Again I ask: how
does this help anything? Yeah that’s his real name and how does that make
me want to see their match any more?

It’s time to make things even worse as we have the debut of the Lava Lamp
Lounge, as in Mike Awesome’s 70s themed talk show. Apparently he isn’t
just into fat chicks anymore because there’s enough Vitamin A to go
around. His guest tonight: Paula Pamshock (exactly as he said it).

As expected Awesome hits on her with some of the worst lines you’ve ever
heard until Jeff Jarrett comes out for the interruption. Jarrett: “You
look like a cross between John Travolta in Saturday Night Live and Austin
Powers.” That might be worse than Paula Pamshock. It’s the big brawl with
the set being destroyed but Okerlund runs out to save Pamela from the
guitar shot, which takes Awesome out instead. Predictable but fine, save
for the horrible screwing up lines.

Crowbar vs. Shane Douglas

Now remember: real names were used so this is a big deal. Before the
match, Shane rips on Goldberg because that’s still supposed to be a
thing. Crowbar has taped ribs so Shane goes after them before the bell,
only to get punched and bitten in the corner. A baseball slide sends
Shane to the floor and Crowbar, with the bad ribs, does his splash off
the apron. Maybe it’s because he’s crazy?

Shane gets smart and sends Crowbar ribs first into the barricade a few
times before throwing on an abdominal stretch back inside. The hold is
broken as quickly as most other abdominal stretches are after 1958 and
Crowbar starts whipping him with a belt. The northern lights suplex and
Death Valley Driver get two each on Shane but Crowbar goes after Torrie
(for interfering) and walks into the Franchiser for the pin.

Rating: D. This could have been good had Crowbar remembered he had bad



ribs to start and if I didn’t have to listen to Shane doing his really
weak heel stuff before the match. I’m really not sure what they’re going
for with Shane at the moment as the feud with Kidman hasn’t been
mentioned in a week, though I’m sure it’s supposed to be a big enough
deal that we just go with it.

Post match Daffney comes out to brawl with Torrie. Ozzy (the boyfriend)
comes out but gets beaten down by Shane. This brings out Madusa of all
people to drop Shane with an enziguri.

Goldberg beats up the security guards and there’s no Bret inside.

Here’s Bret with something to say. He wants to know what happened to
wrestling with people like Mike Awesome being wasted in stuff like that
segment he was just in. Vince Russo has the stroke around here but
everyone knows he’s the best in the world. Bret has beaten everyone in
the WWF and now he’s beaten everyone here too, including Goldberg. The
only person that ever gave him a chance was Vince Russo, who gave him
title shots the second he got here.

We see the Bret Killer Kick from Starrcade, which cost him millions of
dollars. “I couldn’t even buy that ranch I wanted.” Goldberg claims to be
some kind of animal activist but he treated Bret worse than any animal.
Cue Goldberg to say if this was the normal version of him, he’d have
already taken Bret’s head off. Believe it or not, he has some remorse.
There are times where he wishes it was him that got his head kicked off.
Bret wishes that every day because all Goldberg cares about is his
merchandise being on the shelf.

Goldberg says he was doing his job but every night he has to wonder. When
Goldberg was growing up, Bret was one of the people he looked up to.
Goldberg is 34 here so the timing doesn’t work here, but he tries to
leave because Bret isn’t worth it anymore. Bret says Goldberg isn’t the
real thing and that’s enough to get him back in the ring. Cue Scott
Steiner with a pipe to lay Goldberg out and put him in the Recliner.

WCW Motorsports, with Vampiro completely out of character.

Steiner leaves the building.



Tag Team Titles: Filthy Animals vs. Harris Brothers

The Brothers are challenging while Konnan/Disqo do commentary. Juvy
starts fast with a springboard dropkick to we’ll say Ron before it’s off
to Don for some no selling and power beating. A sideslam gets two and
it’s already Juvy in trouble. It’s back to Ron (like it matters) who gets
kicked in the face and taken down by a springboard bulldog.

Rey finally gets the tag as everything breaks down, including Tygress
coming in for a Bronco Buster. Juvy gets kicked low but here’s Kronik
because we didn’t have enough interference yet. Kronik lays out Disqo for
no apparent reason before Clark throws Rey at one of the Brothers for the
pin to retain.

Rating: D. I’d still love to hear the pitch meeting where the Harris
Brothers got jobs for so long. Was there really any good reason to go
with the other than they’re big and look alike? I’m really not sure what
the appeal is of them looking alike as they wrestle the same style
anyway. At least with a team like the Usos you get something entertaining
more often than not. The Harris Brothers are just big generic power guys
who happen to be identical. That warrants employment for some reason.

Video on WarGames, which means the whole show.

After the show, Booker and his friends/family promised to get the title
back at Fall Brawl. Cool moment, which is why it wasn’t on Nitro but
Russo got to talk about 18 times.

Video on Sting vs. Vampiro, which is continuing for whatever reason.

Sting vs. Vampiro

Anything goes and we’re getting the Clowns on commentary to make this
show so much better. The Clowns introduce themselves and offer “Tony
Zimbabwe” three dollars to shill for JCW. This is also NOT for the JCW
Title because Sting hasn’t beaten Mad Man Pondo. They head outside to
start with Vampiro sending him into the barricade before taking it into
the crowd.

We get the usual punching and walking until Sting takes it back to



ringside for a whip into the barricade of his own. Sting goes face first
into the announcers’ table so J can get in a right hand to the head. The
Iranian Judo Attack (a clothesline) puts Sting down but he pops up and
sends the Clowns running away. A lame chair to the head drops Vampiro and
they head back inside as the Clowns freak out that Tony has lost his
coloring book.

Vampiro comes back with chops but we might have some stolen food stamps.
The Olive Loaf Chop staggers Sting but he slams Vampiro off the top for a
comeback. Vampiro starts in on the leg (with the Saline Sam Coconut
Crunch Lock) before kicking Sting in the face. There’s the Stinger Splash
but but Shaggy throws the JCW Title at Sting’s leg. Not that it matters
as the Death Drop knocks Vampiro silly for the pin. However, JCW rules
say the loser wins and $5 of your ticket cost will go into Violent J’s
pockets.

Rating: D+. The commentary was absolutely hilarious and the wrestling was
really just there as a backdrop. The Clowns may not be the best wrestlers
in the world (or really even close) but at leas they’re good for
something around here. I really wish we could get past this Sting vs.
Vampiro nonsense, but what in the world could they have for either guy
next?

Post match Sting gets beaten down until Great Muta makes the save.

Goldberg is in the ring and calls out Bret Hart for a fight right here.
Instead he gets Team Canada because they’re all the same right?

Team Canada vs. Goldberg

Goldberg yawns through the Canadian national anthem and the Canadians
argue over who has to start. Storm throws Skipper at Goldberg and it’s a
spear to the Cruiserweight Champion in about ten seconds. There goes
Storm up the ramp but General Rection cuts him off. Back in and the spear
into the Jackhammer ends Storm with ease. So much for the titles meaning
anything around here.

Overall Rating: D+. This was a story heavy show but not in the stupid way
that Nitro tends to go. I can live with a show that focuses on talking



and setting up things for later, but it really doesn’t matter if the
stories don’t have the chance to go anywhere when every Monday gets more
and more insane. We’ve actually reached the point where Thunder is the
bright spot in WCW and I’m not sure how to handle that.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume IV at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01AXP08DK

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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